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The Vijayanagara Empire dominated most of southern India for two centuries from the later fourteenth 
century. The empire was ruled from ‘the City of Victory’ or Vijayanagara around modern Hampi in northern 
Karnataka from its foundation in the 1330s through to the sack of the city in 1565 by a confederation 
of the Deccan Sultanates to the north. Two decades of research at Vijayanagara has documented and 
discussed the characteristics of the ‘imperial’ Vijayanagara style of temple architecture, developed during 
the fifteenth century and based on the Tamil tradition. A wider examination of fifteenth and sixteenth 
century south Indian temple architecture must take into account not only the temple architecture at the 
imperial centre, but also that of the wider empire in various regions, such as the southwest coast, interior 
Karnataka, Andhra and the Tamil country. This preliminary survey examines the broad trends in the 
temple architecture built in the period of Vijayanagara pre-eminence, the later fourteenth to sixteenth 
centuries, in the interior of the modern state of Karnataka but outside the capital (Figure 1).

Three issues frame the examination of temples across this region in the Vijayanagara period: 
chronology, geography and design. In terms of the chronology, it is important to examine whether 
temples were constructed across the empire throughout the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries, or were 
there particular periods of activity. The current hypothesis is that temple construction was on a small-
scale in the fourteenth century following the foundation of the empire in the 1330s. In the fifteenth 
century little was built across the empire 
except at the capital, and only in the early to 
mid sixteenth century did temple construction 
pick up, and then on a massive scale. With 
regard to the geographical distribution of 
temples founded or added to in this period, 
was building activity concentrated at the 
capital or were temples constructed in all 
parts of Karnataka? The scholarly tendency 
to focus on the temples built by one dynasty 
has often overlooked the continuity of use of 
a site over long periods. For example, temples 
in the Tamil country that had been founded 
under the rule of the Cholas or Pandyas, in 
the tenth or eleventh centuries, were often 
added to over a long period by successive 
rulers. Were temples built on new sites in 
Karnataka in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, or were additions made to existing 
temples built during the period of Hoysala 
and Later Chalukyan rule?

REGIONAL PASTS, IMPERIAL PRESENT: 
ARCHITECTURE AND MEMORY IN 

VIJAYANAGARA-PERIOD KARNATAKA

Crispin Branfoot

Figure 1: Map of Karnataka. Shading indicates land over 500 
metres and dotted lines the modern state borders (Map derived 
from Bartholomew Collins digital map data © 2004 Collins 
Bartholomew)
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The final issue to be addressed is that of Vijayanagara-period design. Within the vast area 
encompassed by the Vijayanagara Empire there were a variety of architectural traditions prior to the 
fifteenth century, associated with the regional dynastic powers: Later Chalukyan in northern Karnataka, 
Hoysala in southern Karnataka, Kakatiya in northern Andhra, and Chola in the Tamil country, for 
example. Early Vijayanagara temples in the Deccan tended to continue local patterns, but in the fifteenth 
century at the capital a new temple form was developed that was significantly derived from the Tamil 
country: the early fifteenth century Rāmacandra temple exemplifies this new tradition. In the early 
sixteenth century this tradition became the dominant ‘imperial’ style of architecture and spread across 
the empire, including interior Karnataka. An issue to be addressed therefore is the extent to which 
art and architecture contributed to any sense of unified imperial vision across the diverse regions and 
cultures of southern India. How does the ‘imperial style’ relate to the earlier architectural traditions of 
the empire, not just those of the Tamil country, but also those of the Deccan such as the Hoysalas and 
Later Chalukyas?

The wider issue addressed by this south Indian material is that of ‘the use of the past in the 
past’ - the archaeology of social memory (Alcock 2002, Van Dyke and Alcock 2003). A distinction has 
been made between inscribed memory practices that involve monuments, texts and representations, 
and incorporated or embodied memory practices that include ritual, performance and other transitory 
behaviour that is less materially evident (Connerton 1989). In southern India in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries it is the monuments and commemorative places that are most archaeologically visible, yet the 
performative rituals that took place at these sites may be evident in both the epigraphic record and the 
design of sites.

NEW FouNDATIoNs FoR A NEW EmpIRE
The architecture of the Vijayanagara Empire is best known at the capital, where there is a great 
concentration of activity, increasing in scale and volume until the monumental creations of the early to 
mid sixteenth century. prior to the foundation of the city in the 1330s there was a fortress at Anegondi 
across the river from the tīrtha at Hampi. The fortification of the site partly explains the city’s location, 
but two myths are also significant. The fortifications are in several rings (three are definite) that follow the 
landscape; their success is reflected in the survival of the city for two hundred years on the northern war 
frontier with the Deccan Sultanates. The two inter-related site-myths are that of the local Pam.  pātīrtha 
and events from the pan-Indian Rāmāyan.  a. Pam.  pā is the sacred centre, a river and a local goddess, the 
daughter of a sage, matan.  ga, who married Śiva as Virūpāks.  a. Virūpāks.  a was the imperial protector deity 
from 1346 and known at the site from the twelfth century, but Pam.  pā is known locally from at least 690 
(Wagoner 1996). Vijayanagara is also identified with Kis.  kinda in the Rāmāyan.  a, the mythical kingdom 
of sugrīva and Vāli. The two myths inter-act for matan.  ga is in both, and Rāma is considered to be the 
brother of Pam.  pā in her divine marriage to Śiva as Virūpāks.  a. The Pam.  pāks.  etra is the focus of the sacred 
centre around the Virūpāks.  a temple and tank, and the modern village of Hampi; the social memory of the 
Rāmāyan.  a, however, pervades the whole landscape.

The earliest temples at the site are on Hemakuta Hill and around the tank, to the north and 
south of the large Virūpāks.  a temple. The ninth century Durgādevī temple on the west side of the tank 
is probably the earliest standing structure at Vijayanagara, and perhaps the original Pam.  pā shrine. A 
number of multi-shrined temples in the typical Deccan tradition are located on Hemakuta Hill, some of 
which are memorial temples; some date to the ninth and tenth centuries, while other larger ones date to 
the fourteenth century. There a few other modest temples dated to the later fourteenth and early fifteenth 
centuries across the site, such as the Narasim.  ha and Kunthu temples (michell 2001, 26-34).
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The foundation of the Rāmacandra temple in the early fifteenth century, located at the city’s 
centre in the heart of the ‘royal’ zone, marked a new departure in both planning - the temple was set in a 
walled complex with multiple shrines, halls and aligned gateways - and in design for it was based on the 
Tamil Drāvid.  a tradition of architecture (Dallapiccola, Fritz, michell and Rajasekhara 1992). The kings 
of Vijayanagara explicitly connected themselves with Rāma, and the city with Ayodhya. The temple 
was co-ordinated with the sacred landscape and lay between the zone of royal residence to the west and 
that of royal performance to the east. The probable date of the temple’s foundation is between 1406 
and 1417 under the patronage of Devarāya I (c. 1406-1422). The choice of Tamil Drāvid.  a over a more 
local, Deccani tradition of architecture suggests that the artists and patron intended viewers to see this 
temple as Tamil in inspiration, evoking the political power of an earlier great empire, that of the Cholas 
(michell 1994). The small saumya someśvara temple at Nimbapuram, five kilometres from Hampi, was 
also built in the Tamil tradition and has Tamil masons’ marks suggesting the migration of artists to the 
capital; it was dedicated around 1450 according to an inscription on a boulder alongside (michell 2001, 
64; manjunathaiah 1991).

The early sixteenth century, coinciding with the establishment of the third Vijayanagara 
dynasty of kings, the Tuluvas, marked a major change in scale, design and elaboration of imperial 
temple construction. Additions were made to both the Virūpāks.  a and Vit.  t.  hala temples, followed by 
the foundation of major new temples, many of them Vais.  n.  ava: the Kr.  s.  n.  a (1515), Anantaśayana (1524), 
Tiruven.  gal.  anātha (1534), pat.  t.  ābhirāma and Ran.  ganātha (michell 2001, 81-135; Verghese 2000, 58-93). 
many other undated smaller ones confirm the broad pattern. The design of these temples, explicitly 
Tamil Drāvid.  a in elevation, and the layout of complexes with subsidiary shrines, multiple enclosures, 
gopuras, festival man.  d.  apas, processional routes, and tanks all emphasise the break with past architectural 
traditions and the creation of a new imperial language of temple architecture in the early sixteenth 
century at the capital. The overall pattern at Vijayanagara is thus of small-scale foundations in the local, 

Figure 2: Temples and gateways within the fort at Chitradurga
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Deccan tradition up until the early fifteenth century, then the adoption of the Tamil tradition for a 
number of new temples exemplified by the Rāmacandra. But it was the first half of the sixteenth century 
that saw the greatest activity in number, scale and elaboration of temples at the capital.

Outside the capital in central and southern Karnataka there are very few sites with substantial 
building activity from the mid fourteenth right through to the mid-sixteenth century; the paucity of 
substantial construction is striking after the richness of the capital. At Chitradurga, for example, a great 
hill fort enclosed a large inhabited area that was a major urban centre throughout the Vijayanagara period. 
A number of small shrines were built or added to in the fourteenth century, including the sam.  pige 
siddheśvara and Hid.  imbeśvara constructed before natural caves in the mid-1350s, and a small gopura 
added to the latter in 1411 (Epigraphia Carnatica (henceforth EC ) o.s. vol. 11, Cd. 2, 3, 14 & srinivas & 
Reddi 2004, 58-61, 65-68, 1022-1024; Archaeological Survey of Mysore Annual Report for 1929, 14- 22; michell 
2001, 11-12). Two unusual multi-storied gateways are of similar date (Wagoner 2001)(Figure 2). Whilst 
the fortifications are clearly fifteenth or sixteenth century, temples were clearly not a priority at the site 
during the height of Vijayanagara rule: there is no great multi-enclosure temple complex built in the early 
sixteenth century as one might expect after seeing the similar urban landscape of Vijayanagara. The most 
substantial additions at Chitradurga – and even these are modest - were added by the Beda Nayakas who 
ruled the immediate region in the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Focussing on Karnataka, the Kannada-speaking region, it is clear from a broader survey that the 
greatest architectural activity was around the periphery - along the western coast and the borders of the 
Telugu and Tamil countries. In Kanara, the coastal strip between Goa and mangalore, large numbers of both 
Hindu and Jain temples were built in the fifteenth and through the middle of the sixteenth century. Temple 
construction in this region flourished as a result of the importance of the coast’s ports to the inland, coastal 
and Indian Ocean trade. The temples of the region are built in a distinctive regional tradition of architecture 
with steep pitched roofs in stone that imitate earlier, wooden construction. They are almost all built on a 
relatively small scale and do not demonstrate any clear architectural connection with the imperial centre. The 
small-scale relief sculpture, however, shows the same range of subjects depicted in a similar manner to the 
temples of the capital (Branfoot & Dallapiccola 2005). The pattern of construction and design of temples 
remained similar along the Western Ghats, the hill region of malnadu above Kanara. many of these were built 
under Ikkeri Nayaka patronage, spanning the early sixteenth through to the early eighteenth centuries: the 
temples at Ikkeri and Keladi are the best-known examples (michell 2001, 259-84). The unique Vidyāśan.  kara 
temple at sringeri is also a sixteenth century creation, the design of which will be addressed further below.

On the border of the Telugu and Tamil countries to the east and southeast of Vijayanagara - modern 
Andhra pradesh and Tamilnadu - there are further clear signs of Vijayanagara temple construction, 
modestly in the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and on a widespread and monumental scale in 
the first half of the sixteenth century, demonstrating a similar pattern to that at the capital. Amongst the 
many examples of temples founded or substantially added to in this period are: the madhvarāya temple at 
Gorantla (s. 1276 = 1354)(Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy 92 of 1912), the Rāma and Śiva at penukonda 
(late fifteenth/early sixteenth century), the Vīrabhadra at Lepakshi (1530s), and significant additions to 
the Bhôganandīśvara temple at Nandi (mid sixteenth century) all north of modern Bangalore; and in a 
cluster on the border with the Tamil region south of mysore, the Laks.  mī-Varadarāja and Gopālaswāmi 
at Terakanambi, the Vijayanārāyan.  a and a further cluster of four temples at Gundlupet, and the 
Triyambakeśvara at Triyambakapura, all dating to the first half of the sixteenth century (Archaeological Survey 
of Mysore Annual Report for 1937, 19-27). Across the Deccan plateau it is in Andhra that there is the most 
substantial evidence for Vijayanagara-period temple construction outside the capital itself, at existing sites 
such as Ahobilam and srisailam, and new foundations, for example Tadpatri, Vontimitta and somapalem.
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BuILDING ExTENsIoNs oN THE sITEs oF THE pAsT
If the absence of substantial fifteenth or sixteenth century temples across the area of interior Karnataka 
ruled by the Vijayanagara rāyas seems striking, then this may be related to the wealth of stone temples 
built during the rule of earlier dynasties, especially the Early Western Chalukyas of Badami, the Later 
Chalukyas of Kalyani and the Hoysalas. All these temples have been thoroughly studied and documented 
by scholars over a long period (Dhaky 1996; Foekema 1994, 2003a, 2003b; meister & Dhaky 1986; 
michell 1975; settar 1992). perhaps there were no new temple foundations because there were plenty 
of temples already there, that remained in use and which Vijayanagara patrons simply added to. Ritual 
activity and Vijayanagara patronage at these sites may then be visually expressed through the addition of 
shrines, man.  d.  apas or gopuras. This is the typical pattern in the Tamil country where many temples develop 
over very long periods.

Once again, the patterns of activity in the Vijayanagara period are striking for the paucity of 
material evidence: not only are there few new foundations, but even additions to existing temples 
are hard to find. At the Early Western Chalukya sites of Badami, Aihole, mahakuta and pattadakal, 
for example, the sixth to eighth century temples were not added to later, even if they remained in 
use - and this is far from certain. At Badami in the subsequent period of Later Chalukyan rule in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries, new and separate temples were built around the tank - including the 
mallikarjuna and Yellamā temples and the Bhutanātha group - rather than additions being made to 
existing temples (Dhaky 1996, 39, 49, 78-82; Foekema 2003, 93-105). A number of Later Chalukyan 
temples were similarly built at nearby Aihole. But no Vijayanagara-period structures are known 
from these sites. At Badami, for example, a Kannada inscription of the reign of Harihara dated 
1340 mentions the donation of villages in the presence of the deity Bhutanātha, enshrined in the 
existing eleventh-century temple on the east side of the tank, and the construction of the fort, but 
no new temple (Ritti & Gopal 2004, 3-4; Indian Antiquary vol. 10 (1881), 62-63). K. m. suresh lists 
a large number of Vijayanagara temples by place, name, date and a few references to inscriptions or 
other comments in his broad survey of temples in Karnataka (suresh 2003, 66-86). This suggests 
the widespread construction of temples across the region in the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. 
But the dating for this list is very uncertain and the temples listed are not described; many have 
disappeared, are in ruins or are very modest in scale and elaboration. Further surveying of these 
temples is needed, but even a preliminary examination reveals a limited scale of activity at existing 
sites. A discussion of the important sites at melukote, Belur, Harihar and sringeri will illustrate the 
wider pattern.

melukote is an important Vais.  n.  ava pilgrimage site, one of the four most important Śrīvais.  n.  ava 
centres together with srirangam, Kanchipuram and Tirupati. The Nārāyan.  a temple, better known by the 
name of its processional image of Celuvarāya or Śelvapil.  l.  ai, was founded during the period of the Chola 
occupation of southern Karnataka between 1004 and 1116 (Vasantha 1991, 61). melukote was made 
famous by Rāmanuja’s flight here from srirangam and subsequent twelve-year residence in the twelfth 
century. The vimāna and ardhaman.  d.  apa were built in the Tamil Drāvid.  a tradition of architecture, and 
are formally similar to contemporary temples in Chola Tamilnadu rather than contemporary eleventh 
century Hoysala monuments in southern Karnataka. In the early twelfth century during the reign of 
the Hoysala monarch Vis.  n.  uvārdhana (c. 1108-1142), traditionally considered to have been converted 
from Jainism to Śrīvais.  n.  avism by Rāmānuja, the mahāman.  d.  apa was built and the prākāra wall with 
small colonnade added all round. In the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century, during the reign 
of Ballāla III (c. 1292-1343) the covered area between the eastern entrance and the mahāman.  d.  apa had 
been constructed.
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Within the temple seen today the only significant Vijayanagara-period architectural addition is 
the ran. gaman.  d.  apa before the goddess (tāyār) shrine in the northwest corner and the infilling columns on 
the west and south sides. A sanskrit inscription in Tamil and Grantha characters on one of the columns 
states that the ran. gaman.  d.  apa was erected through the patronage of Śrīran.  ganāyaki (or Ran.  gāmbika), 
the wife of Timman.  n.  a Dan.  d.  anāyaka (EC n.s. vol. 6 no. 144 = EC o.s. vol. 3 Sr. 97)(Figure 3). The 
latter was the regional governor of the Vijayanagara rāya mallikarjuna (c. 1452-65). Another Kannada 
inscription at melukote, on a slab in the Jiyar shrine adjacent to the Celuva temple, records other 
donations by Timman.  n.  a’s wife Ran.  gāmbika in December 1458 (S. 1380) suggesting a similar date for 
the tāyār shrine’s ran. gaman.  d.  apa (EC n.s. vol. 6, no. 179 = EC o.s. vol. 3 sr. 89; srinivas & Reddi 2004, 
1777-81). Though modest in scale, the columns of this man.  d.  apa and encircling colonnade are very fine 
examples of Vijayanagara-period sculpture: around each column miniature colonettes are sculpted 
alongside very high-relief scenes from the Rāmāyan.  a, Mahābhārata, and Bhagavata Purān.  a, many with 
identifying inscriptions (EC n.s. vol. 6, nos. 142, 145-148 = EC o.s. vol. 14 sr 270, 272-275), together 
with other typical fifteenth-sixteenth century subjects such as the clown, yāl.  i and conjoined mythical 
animals. The small gopura with plain jambs and the renovation of the mahāman.  d.  apa with new columns 
dates to the same period in the mid fifteenth century. Timman.  n.  a Dan.  (d.  a)nāyaka is specifically named 
as the renovator of melukote in one inscription (Vasantha 1991, 65).

From an architectural perspective, the only other significant addition of the Vijayanagara period 
is an unfinished detached gopura to the south of the Celuva temple, that may have marked the entrance 
to the town’s fortifications that have otherwise disappeared. The gopura is aligned with the main north-
south street through the town onto which the Celuva temple faces, rather than being axially aligned 
with the temple’s entrance. This is the base of a very substantial gopura (c. 30 by 20 metres), on the scale 
of the largest sixteenth century ones elsewhere in southern India, such as Kr.  s.  n.  adevarāya’s monumental 
detached gopura at Kalahasti or the four outermost gopuras of the mīnāks.  ī-sundareśvara temple at 

Figure 3: Ran. gaman.  d.  apa of tāyār shrine, Celuva temple, Melukote
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Figure 4: Gateway of detached south gopura at Melukote
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madurai. It is bigger than any of the surviving gopuras at Vijayanagara. The sculpture of women standing 
on makaras and the dvārapālas that face north and south on the gateway jambs, together with further 
reliefs of deities on the columns of the gateway recess all support an early sixteenth century date for this 
gopura (michell and Vasantha both suggest an earlier date in the fifteenth century, contemporary with 
the tāyār shrine’s ran. gaman.  d.  apa: michell 2001, 67 and Vasantha 1991, 65)(Figure 4). The epigraphic record 
at this temple testifies to the sustained patronage by royal figures, the king himself or his subordinates, 
throughout the Vijayanagara period with a peak of activity in the early sixteenth century, and indeed 
through the period of Wodeyar rule from nearby mysore in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
(Vasantha 1991, 200-214).

THE HoYsALAs AND VIJAYANAGARA HIsToRICAL mEmoRY
Southern Karnataka was ruled over by the Hoysalas from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries, and at 
times the extent of their rule included northern Karnataka and parts of the Tamil country. Together with 
the Kakatiya, Later Calukya, Chola and Pandyan dynasties, the Hoysalas were one of the most powerful 
polities in southern India prior to the rise of Vijayanagara. This all ended following the Khalji invasion 
of southern India from northern India in 1310, which irreparably damaged Hoysala claims to dominance 
over the Karnata region. The dynasty lingered on, in conflict with the rising power of Vijayanagara, until 
the death of the final Hoysala king, Ballāla IV in 1346.

Whilst not wishing to enter the contentious area of the origins of the Vijayanagara polity and its 
institutions here, it is worth considering the position of the Hoysalas in Karnata historical memory in the 
Vijayanagara period. In neighbouring Andhra, Cynthia Talbot has noted that the Kakatiyas continued to 
be invoked as political forebears for warrior lineages into the early nineteenth century (Talbot 2001, 174-
207). shrinivas Ritti and B. R. Gopal suggest that the Vijayanagara rulers took pride in stating that they 
ruled over the erstwhile Hoysala kingdom of Vis.  n.  uvārdhana (c. 1108-42). They cite two inscriptions that 
suggest that Hoysala-nādu (–deśa or -rājya) was retained as an administrative region with Dorasamudra, 
the Hoysala capital at Halebid, as the headquarters into the later fifteenth century (Ritti & Gopal 2004, 
lxx; EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 519 dated s. 1282/ 1359 and EC n.s. vol. 5 TN 237, dated s. 1404/1482). A further 
inscription dated to 1514 states that the god Keśava in Belur still ‘shines in the middle of the great 
Hoysaladeśa’ during the reign of Kr.  s.  n.  adevarāya (EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 93).

In addition to epigraphic references to Hoysala memory, one element in this continuity of rule 
could be the continued patronage, maintenance or expansion of Hoysala sacred sites. With the exception 
of Belur, however, Hoysala temples are striking for the absence of later additions. In his detailed study, 
S. Settar states that of the “estimated 3000 records issued by the Hoysalas, not less than 1,674 transact 
matters relating to construction, renovation and maintenance of about 1,521 temples located in about 
958 centres”; of these around 430 temples are listed as surviving in perfect or ruined condition (Settar 
1992, preface and appendix I). Amongst this great number of temples built in southern Karnataka 
during Hoysala rule from c. 1006-1346, none of the more substantial, well-known temples such as those 
at Halebid, Javagal, Amritapur, Harihar, Belvadi, Arsikere or somnathpur became the nucleus for a later 
temple complex of substantial proportions. settar mentions fewer than twenty Hoysala temples with 
even modest additions or expansion in later periods.

The Cenna Keśava (Vis.  n.  u) temple at Belur is one of the best-known Hoysala monuments, visited 
by many and discussed in most books on Indian art. It was dedicated in 1117 by Vis.  n.  uvārdhana, following 
his defeat of the Chola viceroy of Talakkad, and is one of the largest, earliest and indeed finest Hoysala 
temples (EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 58; n.s. vol. 9, no. 16). Discussions and illustrations of this temple tend to 
focus on the main east-facing shrine (Figure 5). This has a stellate vimāna and attached cruciform man.  d.  apa 
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Figure 5: Plan of the Cennakeśava temple at Belur (adapted from Narasimhachar 1919)

on a high basement with steps on three sides. The original presence and form of the superstructure 
is the subject of debate, but a Nāgara form in the Bhūmija mode seems probable (Hardy 1995, 287). 
Earlier scholars such as James Fergusson, and indeed the mysore Archaeological Department in the 
1930s, deemed its presence incongruous citing the periodic reconstructions for its present appearance. 
Inscriptions dated 1387 and 1736 record the renovation of the pinnacle (kalaśa) of the tower (EC o.s. vol. 
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5, nos. 63-64 = EC n.s. vol. 9, nos. 12-13). In 1774 the superstructure appears to have been rebuilt (EC 
o.s. vol. 5, no. 65 = EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 14); such a Bhūmija superstructure remained until the conservation 
work in the 1930s. Photographs of the temple showing the intact earlier superstructure were taken by 
many European photographers in the 1850s and 1860s, such as Henry Dixon, Andrew Neill and Edmund 
Lyon (see British Library/India office Library photograph 1000/24 (2333) and Mss Eur G91 (213b); EC 
o.s. (1902), xxviii for an 1865 photograph; Barnett 1913, 176). The exterior narrative and iconic sculpture 
is superlative; many accounts stress the presence of the elegant bracket figures under the parapet, many 
with inscriptions of the names of the sculptors (Collyer 1990; Del Bonta 1981).

What is often omitted from briefer discussions is that this temple is not an isolated structure, but 
is set in an enclosure with many other structures (Figure 6). Some of these are contemporary with the 
main shrine, such as the Kappa Cennikarāya temple directly south of the main shrine, also dedicated to 
Nārāyan.  a, by queen Śāntaladevī. The names of both king and queen appear in sanskrit on the respective 
plinths of the images in each shrine (EC o.s. vol. 15, 254 = EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 1 and EC o.s. vol. 15, 
no. 275 = EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 94). In the later twelfth or early thirteenth centuries, during the reigns of 
Narasim.  ha I (1142-73) and Ballālla II (1173-1220), the stone screens were added to the open man.  d.  apa of 
the main shrine, the deep tank with miniature shrines built alongside it in the northeast corner of the 
enclosure and the enclosure wall erected (EC o.s. vol. 5, nos. 2, 71-72 = EC n.s. vol. 9, nos. 143, 168).

But Belur is striking for the many accumulated additions from later centuries after the decline of 
Hoysala authority that give visual testimony to the continuity of use at the site. The Vijayanagara period 
entrance is the most prominent later feature. This gopura is aligned with the main shrine on the east 
side and is a relatively plain example, with shallow empty niches and little elaboration on the exterior 
of the stone basement (Figure 7). But the gateway jambs have very worn images of women standing on 
makaras holding a creeper that continues over to the other side. An incomplete inscription in sanskrit 
and Kannada, on three detached slabs and not on the gopura itself, is dated Śaka 1319 (c. 1397) in the 
reign of Harihara II (EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 144 = EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 3). This long inscription eulogises both 
Harihara and his general Gundadan.  d.  a at great length. As the services in the temple had been reduced, 
Harihara and his general restored the rituals performed in Vis.  n.  uvārdhana’s time and renovated the 
temple. The reconstruction of the seven-storey gopura that had earlier been destroyed by the Bahmani 
general, Gan.  ga sālar is mentioned in detail; he has been identified with Bahman shah Hasan (1347-
59/60), the founder of the Bahmani sultanate (Del Bonta 1981, 32). However, the present structure has 
five not seven storeys, if the superstructure above the base is considered, and together with the gateway’s 
sculpture suggest a date in the later fifteenth or early sixteenth century.

To the rear of the main shrine on each side are two goddess shrines in the usual Śrīvais.  n.  ava 
manner, dedicated to Ran.  ganāyaki (northwest) and saumyanāyaki (southwest); between them is a small 
shrine dedicated to Vīranārāyan.  a. Neither shrine are well-designed, though clearly different from their 
Hoysala-period neighbours. Though no inscriptions can confirm this, these shrines are undoubtedly 
fifteenth or sixteenth century additions to the site. The southern shrine has a completely plain vimāna 
and a very basic Tamil Drāvid.  a mahāman.  d.  apa entered through a very wide door. The northern shrine is 
similarly built in Tamil Drāvid.  a but unusually incorporates spolia from one, or perhaps several, earlier 
temples: distinctively Hoysala sculptures, mostly Vais.  n.  ava, are arranged around the walls of the new 
structure in two rows (Figure 8). Three types of re-use of stone may be distinguished: casual, functional 
and iconic (stocker and Everson 1990; Eaton 2000). The casual re-use of stone disregards its original 
function and re-uses it as rubble. Functional re-use retains the intent of the original object, such as a 
column or capital. The third category re-uses stone for an iconic, didactic or meaningful purpose, where 
further associations are intended such as general antiquarianism, or the revival of a particular religious, 
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imperial or dynastic past. Whilst the re-use of an existing 
sacred site is common practice in south Asia, the deliberate 
re-use of material from earlier buildings in a new structure 
is unusual in India. The best-known examples are the 
foundations of ‘conquest’ mosques by the early sultanate 
rulers in the twelfth to fourteenth centuries in Delhi, Ajmer 
and Warangal, when the columns of destroyed temples 
were reused for the colonnades of the mosque courtyard 
(Flood 2005, Hillenbrand 1988, patel 2004, Wagoner and 
Rice 2001). pragmatic functional re-use may explain the 
incorporation of Hoysala sculpture into a later temple; it was 
cheaper and easier to incorporate ready-carved sculpture 
into the new structure. But the use of spolia may suggest an 
attempt to evoke continuity with the Hoysala past (whether 
in the sixteenth or early twentieth century), even if stylistic 
continuity of the whole structure is far from successful to 
the modern viewer.

many other pavilions and small shrines filled the 
remainder of the walled enclosure entered through the two 
eastern gateways; this is best seen on the plan published 
in 1919 with annotations (*) indicating the structures now 
removed. A report on the state of the temple was prepared in 1922 by the Archaeological survey of 
mysore, and a programme of conservation was conducted from 1928 through the 1930s. This resulted in 
many of these later structures being cleared away and new structures built in their place. A photograph 

Figure 7: Gopura from west side, Belur

Figure 6: East side of temple enclosure at Belur
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in the Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Department for 1921 shows the area between the main 
shrine and the gopura before the clearance (ARMAD 1921, plate 1). Immediately to the west and south 
of the tank, four small shrines have been removed; a colonnade has been built all along the north wall 
with around thirty stele and spare sculptures from the site built into the wall. most have inscriptions 
in Kannada; there is one in sanskrit. A small relief of a royal couple in sixteenth century attire within 
a curved arch is placed in this wall, the circa forty-centimetre high male figure wearing the distinctive 
kul.  l.  āyi, the Persian-derived headwear that is characteristic feature of Vijayanagara royal dress from the 
late fifteenth to late sixteenth century (Verghese 1991, Wagoner 1996b)(Figure 9). The original location of 
this portrait group is uncertain, though Narasimhachar locates the stone slab near the southern gate in 
the east wall facing the Kappa Cennikarāya temple (Narasimhachar 1919, 15). A golden Garud.  a stam. bha 
(column) was erected in 1514 before the main temple, though this is now missing (ARMAD 1937, 147; 
EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 93). A cruciform man.  d.  apa enclosing the Garud.  a image facing the main shrine has also 
been removed, along with another east-facing shrine to the south of this. Either side of the gopura an 
office has been built to the north and the buildings on the south side completely removed and replaced 
with a modern series of shrines to the Vais.  n.  ava poet-saints, the ālvārs. Two further small man.  d.  apas built 
against the south wall have been removed, together with small shrines built in front of a south-facing 
Narasim.  ha image on the southwest side of the main temple’s vimāna and an east-facing Ran.  ganātha image 
by the north doorway, both good examples of an exterior sculpture later becoming the focus of worship.

outside the temple enclosure and five hundred metres to the south is a stepped festival tank, an 
irregular rectangle built into the corner of a natural lake. There is an off-centre man.  d.  apa within the tank 
and three further man.  d.  apas and a shrine around the sides. The development of such stepped tanks for 
the celebration of a float festival is common for the temples built in the sixteenth century at Vijayanagara 
and in the Tamil country. Two inscriptions dated c. 1524 around the tank record the gift of two villages 
by Basavappa Nāyaka for the construction of a tank (teppakola) and a vasanta man.  d.  apa for the celebration 

Figure 8: Ran. ganāyaki shrine on northwest side of main shrine, Belur
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of a float-festival (teppatirunāl )(EC n.s. vol. 9, nos. 
159 and 182 = EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 78). What is clear 
therefore is that Belur not a single period Hoysala 
site, for there are significant Vijayanagara-period 
architectural additions demonstrating continuity 
of use at the site, and that much has been altered 
and cleared away since the 1930s, to leave the 
open enclosure seen today.

Given the absence of later additions at 
many other Hoysala temples, did they fall out of 
use, which would explain the lack of additions? 
Some perhaps did, but the record of inscriptions 
at some of these sites suggests the continued use. 
The record of inscriptions at Belur is of interest: 
though many are uncertainly dated, of the total 
number of 182 inscriptions listed in Epigraphia 
Carnatica (new series), 29 date between 1387 and 
1588 and 28 date between the seventeenth and 
nineteenth century. Some of these have been 
mentioned above where they are associated with 
architectural additions such as the gopura, Garud.  a 
pillar and repairs to the śikhara. A thorough study 
of the epigraphic record at Belur through to the 
Wodeyar period in the nineteenth century would 
be valuable; for now it is worth noting other 
inscriptions that refer to Vijayanagara period 
activity that include repairs to the roof of the śukanāsa before the main shrine by Kampanna on the 
orders of Harihara II in 1381 (EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 3 = EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 52;); the erection of a stone lamp-
pillar (dīpastambha) in 1414 for the kārtikka festival of lights and a swing (uyyale) for the swing-festival 
(dolotsava)(EC n.s. vol. 9, no. 90 = EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 14); and the construction of the yāgasālai in 1484 (EC 
n.s. vol. 9, no. 139 = EC o.s. vol. 5, no. 13). many of the others refer to donations of land to support the 
temple’s daily and periodic rituals.

At Halebid, by contrast, only three of the 122 recorded inscriptions post-date the Hoysala collapse 
in the 1340s, one dated 1355 and two more c. 1382 (EC n.s. vol. 9, nos. 270-272 = EC o.s. vol. 5, nos. 
95-97); there is no indication of any repairs or architectural additions at Halebid from the fourteenth 
century or later to suggest continuity of use. A similar pattern may be recorded at many other Hoysala 
sites with a few records of donations in the later fourteenth century but little after that.

Another temple where the epigraphic record provides evidence for the continuity of use and 
patronage into the Vijayanagara period is the Harihareśvara temple at Harihar (ASMAR 1932, 50-53 
and 1937, 71; Dhaky 1996, 164-166). The deity Harihareśvara is known at the site from about 1100: six 
inscriptions now stored in the temple compound date to the mid 12th century (1148-72; EC o.s. vol. 11, 
Dg. 32, 33, 35, 39-41). But the present east-facing temple was founded in 1224 by polava, a general of the 
Hoysala king, Narasim.  ha II according to an inscription on a detached slab that offers great praise for 
the temple with its 115 golden kalaśas (EC o.s. vol. 11 Dg 36). It consists of a main shrine with a small, 
attached man.  d.  apa and beyond this a very large open hall of a stepped diamond plan, all built in the Later 

Figure 9: Donor couple in añjalimudrā wearing sixteenth-
century dress, Belur
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Chalukyan tradition. Four decades later in 1268, a 5-storey gopura or mahādvāra was added on the east side 
by Soma, the same Hoysala minister of Narasim.  ha III, who founded the Keśava temple at somnathpur 
(EC o.s. vol. 11, Dg. 36; cf. vol. 3, TN 97 for a similar inscription at Somnathpur). Only a few Hoysala 
temple gateways survive, such as here at Harihar or at Belvadi, and these consist of a stone basement but 
no elaborate superstructure like their Tamil counterparts. It is unclear if the Hoysala gopura is the same 
type of structure as the Tamil version seen at Belur, for example. A further Laks.  mī-Nārāyan.  a shrine was 
added in 1280 (EC o.s. vol. 11, Dg. 59).

Figure 10: Vidyāśan. kara temple at Sringeri from the west
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That the temple at Harihar remained an important site of pilgrimage in the sixteenth century is 
clear from a long inscription on a stele in the Virpāks.  a temple at Hampi that outlines Kr.  s.  n.  adevarāya’s 
tour of south India in 1516 (Epigraphia Indica vol. 1, 361-371). of the fifteen pilgrimage sites mentioned, 
Harihar is one of the three sites with Hampi and Gokarna that are in Karnataka. The remainder are 
in Andhra (srisailam, mahanandi, Ahobilam, Kalahasti, Venkatadri [Tirupati]) and the Tamil country 
(Kanchipuram, Chidambaram, Tiruvannamalai, srirangam, Kumbakonam, Ramesvaram). At Harihar 
itself there are no structural additions from the fourteenth century or later but, as at Belur, many 
inscriptions on huge flat stele are placed around the temple courtyard; two have reliefs at the top with royal 
figures wearing the distinctive sixteenth century kul.  l.  āyi. The dates of the eleven recorded inscriptions 
span the Vijayanagara period from 1379 to 1562; seven date to the mid-sixteenth century (EC o.s. vol. 
11, Dg 34 (1379), Dg 68 (1380), Dg 23 (1410), Dg 29 (1424), Dg 37 (1519), Dg 28 (1530), Dg 31 (1531), Dg 
27 (1538), Dg 24 (1539), Dg 22 (1554), Dg 30 (1562)). Building a large man.  d.  apa or gopura, or dedicating 
a new shrine to a deity favoured by the imperial centre, is a more visible statement of patronage than a 
land grant. But inscriptions in Karnataka are recorded on large slabs up to 3 or 4 meters high and 1.5 m 
wide. With the addition of the Vijayanagara imperial emblem (the boar, sword, sun and moon) and royal 
figures in Vijayanagara dress at the top, these stele combining text and image became bold statements of 
patronage in the public arena of the temple courtyard. It is important therefore to consider inscriptions 
as artefacts and not just as texts: how they are written and displayed, and for what audience, needs to be 
considered alongside their textual content.

Another issue worth considering, that Belur highlights, is the possibility that there have been 
later additions at many of the Hoysala sites that have subsequently been cleared. Belur has been perceived 
as a Hoysala temple alone and so nothing must obscure this recognition, hence the removal rather than 
repair of dilapidated structures from the site (for example, see the comments in ASMAR 1936, 18). 
The scholarly emphasis on the origins and foundations of temple sites, and a dynastic approach that 
pigeon-holes temples into restricted periods, often belies the long view of a site. The American Institute 
of Indian Studies’ Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture is a good example, for the individual shrines 
of the Cenna Keśava temple at Belur are discussed separately with no site plan and no indication of 
any post-Hoysala history (Dhaky 1996). In studying the Indian temple we need to consider more than 
the physical fabric, but its relationship to the wider landscape. The impact of this scholarly emphasis 
on earlier material means that ‘later additions’ have been either largely ignored by scholars focussed 
on one period at a site, or have often been physically swept away by well-meaning archaeological and 
conservational activities. This reduction of a site’s long history to a single period coincides with an 
aesthetic desire to see monuments as a free-standing mass to be viewed (and photographed) from a single 
exterior viewpoint, in contrast to a sacred, ritual space to be moved through. It is important therefore to 
remember that the archaeology of memory may also involve the erasure and forgetting of the past, the 
abandonment of earlier sacred sites or clearance of later additions that impede the clear perception of a 
favoured commemoration of the past.

ADopTIoN AND ADApTATIoN: ‘HoYsALA’ DEsIGN IN THE sIxTEENTH CENTuRY
The relationship of Vijayanagara to the past may then have been expressed in the continuity of use of 
some sacred sites over others, the content of inscriptions, their deployment at certain sites and their 
visual design. Vijayanagara interest in particular temples may also have been expressed in the expansion 
of existing temple sites and the creation of new ones. What and where was constructed is important, but 
so is the nature of the design, the choices made by the artists and patrons in their creative use of the past. 
Given the limited evidence for Vijayanagara-period architecture in central-southern Karnataka outside 
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the capital, however, it is difficult to assess how, for example, the Hoysala tradition of architecture related 
to the sixteenth century ‘imperial’ tradition.

one unique example of the Hoysala tradition persisting in a later temple, following the fifteenth 
century adoption of the Tamil Drāvid.  a tradition as the ‘imperial’ standard, is the mid sixteenth century 
Śaiva Vidyāśan.  kara temple at Sringeri in the wooded hill region of the western ghats of southwest 
Karnataka on the border with Kerala (ASMAR 1936, 25-36). This is the location of one of the mat.  has 
traditionally founded by Śan.  karācārya in the ninth century. The sangama brothers visited the site in 1346 
and were closely connected with the ācāryas of sringeri (Kulke 1985). As George michell has emphasised, 
however, though inscriptions from the later fourteenth century through the sixteenth century mention 
the worship of Vidyāśan.  kara and the presence of a temple at Sringeri, none provide clear evidence for the 
date of the structure seen today; he dates the present temple to the mid-sixteenth century under the local 
patronage of the ācāryas rather than one of the Tuluva rāyas (michell 1995 and 2001, 254-257).

In its design this granite temple is unique, and unusually large in plan and elevation (Figure 10). 
The vimāna and attached man.  d.  apa are staggered to create a figure-of-eight plan with almost semicircular 
east and west ends. They are raised on a high moulded platform around four feet high, with sharp 
mouldings in the Karnata, rather than Tamil, Drāvid.  a manner that follows the outline of the staggered 
vimāna and man.  d.  apa. A distinctive, high tower rises in three storeys (talas) above the vimāna, with a 
prominent śukanāsa on the east side; niches containing images face the cardinal directions on each 
of these upper levels. The square garbhagr. ha underneath has multiple surrounding subsidiary chambers 
rather than a pradakśināpatha: in the main shrine is the Vidyāśan.  kara lin. ga with side shrines, that also 
face east, containing images of Gan.  eśa (south) and Durgā (north). The clearest debt to contemporary 
sixteenth century Tuluva practice may be seen within the man.  d.  apa. Entered through three doors, there 
are twelve composite columns each with lion-faced yāl.  is with riders attached (two at the corners), that 
are a sixteenth-century Deccani adaptation of the Tamil Drāvid.  a column (Branfoot 2002) around the 
circular relief on the floor; these support deep pus.  papotikā bracket-capitals and a stepped ceiling with a 
deep central sculpted lotus with surrounding parrots.

But the exterior elevation synthesises elements of Hoysala and Tuluva temple design. The elevation of 
Hoysala temples may be divided into two main types. The first has a sharply-moulded adhis.  t.  hāna alone and 
staggered walls punctuated by niches containing figural sculptures (e.g. Arsikere, Amritapura, Belvadi). The 
second, larger and more ornate type is raised on a wide platform that follows the staggered or rotated elevation 
of the vimāna (e.g. Belur, Halebid, Javagal, somnathpur). The Drāvid.  a moulding sequence of the adhis.  t.  hāna is 
replaced with a series of five or more bands of sculpture that usually include rows of elephants, lions, ham.  sas, 
makaras, cavalry, and scrolling vegetation. The wall of the vimāna above these bands of sculpture are filled with 
high-relief images of deities, each around two feet high, all the way round rather than in distinct niches.

It is this latter type of elevation – high platform, narrow bands of relief sculpture around the base, 
rows of large deities filling the wall - that the Vidyāśan.  .  kara temple at Sringeri adapts three-hundred 
years after its earlier development by the Hoysalas further east (Figure 11). The base (adhis.  t.  hāna) is very 
high and includes five rows of relief sculpture that alternate between the usual Drāvid.  a mouldings 
(kumuda, kapota, pat.  t.  ika) seen in other sixteenth-century temples. The lowest relief panel (upāna) has 
rows of horses and attendants, like for example the similarly dated Vit.  t.  hala temple at Vijayanagara. The 
reliefs above have elephants, then vyālas, followed by narrative reliefs including the Kirātārjuniya myth 
and Śan.  karācārya teaching his pupils, and at the top various gan.  as, dancers and musicians. A dromedary 
in place of an elephant on the northwest side is a reminder of the burgeoning Indian Ocean trade in the 
sixteenth century, with horses and perhaps camels too coming from the persian Gulf to India. It is the 
prominence of these long reliefs that are reminiscent of earlier Hoysala practice.
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Figure 11: Elevation of eastern end, Sringeri
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The walls are also similarly designed: the more elaborate Hoysala temples have large sculpted 
images of myriad deities all round the vimāna walls. At sringeri images, each around one metre high, 
continue all round the temple’s vimāna and man.  d.  apa facing the cardinal directions: over eighty images of 
deities and other figures ornament the temple. The iconographic programme is worth detailed study: here 
it is worth noting the distinctive presence of images of royal figures wearing the persian-derived kul.  l.  āyi 
amongst the many Vais.  n.  ava and Śaiva images (Figure 12), that is such a distinctive feature of sixteenth 
century temple sculpture (Branfoot 2007). These sculptures are framed by the engaged columns at the 
corners of each staggered projection, but there are typical Drāvid.  a niches with kūt.  as above arranged 
three to a side on the north and south. The hanging stone chains and yāl.  i balustrades to the six 
staircases all round further connect this unusual temple to the wider architecture of sixteenth century 
southern India.

CONCLuSION
Whilst this survey of Vijayanagara period architecture in the interior of modern Karnataka is necessarily 
brief, it is worth concluding with a few thoughts for further research. Existing research on Vijayanagara 
architecture has naturally focussed on the intensive activity at the capital. This chapter has demonstrated 
that there is comparatively little outside the great imperial centre until the early to mid-sixteenth century 
and then only in certain areas and not evenly across the empire. Though taxation within the Vijayanagara 
empire is poorly understood, the patterns of temple construction suggest a concentration of resources at 
the centre; Tamilnadu in the same period demonstrates a similar pattern with little architectural activity 
in the fifteenth century and an expansion in the 
sixteenth (Branfoot 2007). Temple construction 
may be considered as a political act, temples 
being essential for the maintenance of authority. 
But this is not the case everywhere at all times: 
only some of the Vijayanagara emperors were 
great patrons. Despite the expanding authority 
of the Vijayanagara empire throughout southern 
India in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
it is the period of Tuluva and Aravidu rule and 
the successor states of the Bedas, Wodeyars and 
Nayakas in the sixteenth and into the seventeenth 
century that are the most important for temple 
construction and patronage in southern India 
after the thirteenth century.

One reason why few temples were built 
during the Vijayanagara period across interior 
Karnataka may have been because of the great 
number already established in earlier periods. But 
only a few of these were even added to, a pattern 
familiar in the Tamil region: melukote and Belur 
are two of the rare and important examples. A 
consideration of later additions highlights the 
importance of the ‘long view’ in the study of the 
Hindu temple: some sites are built all at once and 

Figure 12: Relief figures wearing kul.  l.  āyi at eastern end of 
Vidyāśan. kara temple, Sringeri
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never added or even used later; others develop gradually and cannot be adequately understood through a 
dynastic lens that emphasises only the foundation. When surveying the patronage of a temple in material 
terms, we must include not only the visual impact of architecture but also inscriptions: the emphasis on 
their historical, textual value often underplays their materiality, reinforced in the sixteenth century not 
only by their large scale and positioning, but additional relief sculpture such as the Vijayanagara dynastic 
emblem or relief images of donors in contemporary dress.

In understanding why some sites were favoured by later donors, and other apparently abandoned 
we must also consider the wider sacred landscape and any sectarian preference by Vijayanagara-period 
patrons. Śiva as Virūpāks.  a was the ‘state deity’ with inscriptions across southern India frequently 
concluding with a dedication to the god. But there is no parallel move to spread the worship of this deity 
across the south as a means of imperial centralisation by building numerous new temples to Virūpāks.  a. 
With the notable exception of a new temple dedicated to Virūpāks.  a in a small village of the same 
name east of Kolar on the Karnataka-Andhra border in 1431 (EC o.s. vol. 10, mb 96), this imperial 
protector deity remains rooted at Vijayanagara. under Vijayanagara patronage it was Śrīais.  n.  ava temples 
that received greatest support in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: this may partially explain the 
architectural additions at the divyadeśa at melukote, and perhaps Belur too.

The absence of great numbers of Vijayanagara-period temples in interior Karnataka makes any 
assessment of the establishment of a clear, uniform ‘imperial style’ of architecture in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth century uncertain. There is clearly some degree of visual uniformity in temple style across the 
diverse regions of the vast empire, but regional patterns persist even if not to the same extent as the 
variety evident of the temples of the Kakatiyas, Cholas and Hoysalas are juxtaposed, for example. If any 
sense of unity in visual language was achieved over the course of two centuries of temple construction 
in southern India between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries it is to be seen not in the monumental 
elevations of the temples, but in the small-scale relief sculpture of deities and other figures that cover the 
columns and bases of temples across large areas of the sixteenth century empire.
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